Seasonal Grille March 9, 2013 7:19 pm
Hastings MI 15 members present
Treasurer's Report: James Washburn: things are still in transition between the old treasurer and Jim.
Our balance is $6884.00.
Director's Report: Dayle Frame: The supplemental rules for the MIS event are being reviewed. We
are ready to go online with MSR on Friday. On Thursday Verne Wandell and Dayle are going to MIS to
talk to food services and the IT people.
Solo Report: Dave Watson: not present.
Newsletter: James Washburn: the deadline is March 21. We will use bulk mailings whenever we can.
Chiefs of Specialties Reports: none.
Old Business: none.
New Business: The requirements for the Majors include the need for an announcer. We have a couple
of possible names. The break even number of cars is approximately 110. We have a maximum of 55
cars per group and 7 groups, but are limiting the maximum number of cars at 240. Bobbe Orr made a
motion to limit the number of cars to 240. Bruce Beauvais seconded and the motion was approved.
There are a total of 240 paddock spaces inside the track which is the reason for 240 for our first year
at MIS.
Spectators: We discussed having a coupon discount code for drivers and family and friends. Regular
spectators would pay the full $20.00 and family and friends pay $10.00. Motion: Bobbe Orr motioned
to approve, Rodney Sickles seconded and approved.
Michigan International Auto Show: We gave 120 people a free newsletter. The cost was $238.00. We
need a lot of people. There was a motion by Dayle Frame and seconded by Bobbe Orr to mail the
MIAS people another newsletter in April & May. Approved.
Midway area at MIS: We would like to have 10 booths. We need to contact automotive people to
bring displays, banners & etc.
Billboards: discussed a billboard on I-94 for the month of May, we will get an estimate. Discussed the
possibility to maybe share it with SBR to advertise their Gingerman race also.
Photographer: for the podium at the Majors race, possibly Dennis.
Chiefs of Specialties: All Chiefs need to e-mail Dayle a list of items and personnel for the MIS race.
Press Release and Press Conference: to announce the MIS & SCCA road racing partnership was
discussed.
Safety Vehicles: MIS track provides 5-6 vehicles, discussed the dispatching of them.
Adjournment: Bobbe motioned to adjourn, Mark Henry seconded, motion approved at 8:50 pm.

Respectfully submitted,
Mary Ellen Sickles, Recording Secretary.

